The Golden Strategy
(Architecture theory, Philosophy, Web network of new ideas and solutions, Strategy and Military) —
The endeavor to find the best strategy possible happens by time and practice. The endeavor to foster a
seed that will one day yield the golden fruit happens with proper fertilization. This fertilizer consists of
all peripheral pioneers and emerging aspects from a society’s as a whole. From a taxicab driver,
politicians, computer hackers, to even pro-games. All is a sum for a fertilizer that will yield one day a
golden fruit.
Unfortunately, the golden fruit is a myth. It may never happen pragmatically, but just like life, there is no
end-goal — but there is a journey. This should not stop us from pursuing to yield this golden fruit. Like
curiosity, we never stop. But holistically, we should look at every possible micronutrient that can create
the best fertilizer. An example of this is looking at pro-gaming (Watch a pro-league final for any game,
but for this, Rainbow Six Siege; commentators can really emphasize tactics and strategy per play). What
does this have to do with strategy? Watching Rainbow Six Siege throughout its 2-3 year course of
practice, there seem to always be something new (strategy and tactics) that can considerably dominate
the opposite team. From maneuverability, practice (aiming and execution), and operator mix (Like Sun
Tzu’s color or music analogy), there’s a significant amount of variability to fruit a win. New meta
happens (Most effective tactic available). A new operator can significantly change the existing tide of
tactics and strategy (similar to new technology of defense infrastructures and weapons). A new hole in
the floor can be enough to give all players information where all the enemies are (a non-technologicaldeterminist approach). The importance here is by time, you see new metas.
This comes from practice, play, and open-source knowledge. All this can be seen by being holistic and
being analytical of the most unconventional comparison, but there’s always something to learn here.
From Clausewitz, Pershing, Napoleon, etc. — to Dota 2 as practice. This would never be brought up in a
senior officer meeting.
Just like an Architect, whom is a person that creates tangible result from the most abstract thought. We
can find something from anything no matter how ridiculous the comparison can be. Let’s add holistic
thinking in addition to Napoleon’s Maxim LXXVII — an intense study to be observant to
unconventionality, but can still be applied for conventionality. Like adding a hint of lemon-yellow to
finally create yellow ochre. Such as strong color.
The golden strategy is time, practice, play, and knowledge. But most importantly, holistic thinking and
an extremely observant leader that will eventually realize the potential of the most unconventional
comparison. We will yield the golden fruit and the golden strategy, by time.
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